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This article is on the concept of sanctity of contract under Islamic law with
special reference to decided cases on Islamic banking in Malaysia. Islamic
law recognizes generally the concept of sanctity of contract that is based on
the principle that every contract needs to be fulfilled and every contracting
party is obliged to honour to what has been agreed upon accordingly. Muslim
jurists have discussed such concept in detail in their writings. The concept
involves the principles of freedom of the contracting parties to agree and
stipulate any condition they like. Thus, the examination and analysis on the
Muslim jurists discourse on these principles are carried out. This paper aims
to achieve the following objectives: To analyse the concept of sanctity of contract
together with the freedom of the contracting parties to agree and stipulate
under Islamic law in detail and to analyse the principles of sanctity of contract
that have been applied in various Islamic cases in Malaysian. The main
methodology to be adopted for this research is a library research. Thus, relevant
published materials available in the library in the form of books, articles,
research papers, reported cases and the likes either in English, Arabic or Malay
are consulted. The reference to the publications in the websites and Internet
sources are also referred to. In short, it is hoped that the paper has shown that
Islamic law recognizes the concept of sanctity of contract and it is a well-
defined one.

Sanctity, Contract, Islamic Law, Stipulation, and Malaysian Law

An Arabic word for contract is ‘aqd that is derived from the verb,
‘aqada which means to tie, to put together, to join, to bind and to
contact.1 It literally refers to tying up, putting thing together, joining,
agreement, contract and the likes.2



Legally it refers to “the conjunction of an offer emanating from
one of the two parties with the acceptance of the other in the manner
that affects the subject matter of the contract.”3 This means that there
is no contract unless these three elements such as offer and acceptance,
two contracting parties and subject matter are present.4

The Majallah defines it as”what two contracting parties bind
themselves and undertake to a particular matter that is an indication
of combination of offer and acceptance.”5 Thus, when a person enters
into a contract, he is under the obligation to fulfill all the requirements
agreed upon between him and other party.

His obligation usually takes place upon conclusion of the
contract. For instance, after the conclusion of sale contract, the seller
is responsible to transfer the ownership of the property sold to the
buyer and the buyer has to pay for the price and after the conclusion
of leasing contract, the lessor is obliged to hand over the vacant
possession of the leased property to the lessee and the lessee has to
pay the rent to the lessor.

Sanctity of contract is a general idea that once parties duly enter into
a contract, they must honor their obligations under that contract.6

In other words, people who sign the contracts and who are then
expected to keep their word and honour their undertakings.

The principle of sanctity of contract under Islamic law is basically
based on the notion that the contracting parties are obliged to fulfill
their contracts and obligations accordingly as Allah says: “O you
who believe! Fulfill you contracts.”7

By virtue of the abovementioned verse, there are three categories
of obligations, that are, i) Divine obligations that refer to those
contracts which arise from our spiritual nature and relation with
Allah (s.w.t), ii) Mutual obligations that occur in our material life
involving promise to perform certain liability, commercial contracts
such as sale and leasing and social contracts like marriage, and iii)
Tacit obligations.8

Such obligation to fulfill the contracts is also mentioned by
various Hadith suchas the Prophet (s.a.w) says: “Muslims are bound

by the conditions unless on what allows the prohibited thing and
prohibits the permissible one.”9

The abovementioned authorities indicate at the same time that
Islamic law recognizes the principle of freedom of contracting parties
for stipulation of condition in their contracts provided that it is not
in conflict with the principles and rules prescribed by the primary
sources of Islamic law, al-Qur’�n and adth of the Prophet (s.a.w).

As regard to the issue of permissibility of stipulation of condition
in contract, the Muslim jurists have diverse opinions. Basically, their
approaches on the freedom of stipulation of condition in contract
can be divided into moderate, liberal and strict views.10

A moderate view is established by majority of Muslim jurists
consisting of anafis, Sh�f‘is, M�likis and the early anbalis.
According to them, there is no requirement for specific textual
authority for permissibility of condition in contract. Furthermore,
they do not consider that freedom to make stipulation as the general
rule in Islamic law. In addition, they incline to take restrictive view
to the freedom of contracting parties to make stipulations and at the
same time, they have broadened the exceptions for those restrictions.11

On the other hand, a liberal approach is established by Ibn
Taymiyyah and his disciple Ibn Qayyim, who were prominent
anbali scholars. Freedom to stipulate condition is considered as a
general rule in Islamic law as the former states: “It is a basic rule of
Islamic law that the contracting parties can make whatever
stipulations they deem fit for regulating their contractual relationship.
The law will intervene only in a few and exceptional cases to invalidate
such stipulation. In other words, it is validity rather than invalidity
of stipulation which is the general rule in Islamic law.”12

In contrast to Jumhr and Ibn Taymiyyah’s views, a strict
approach was established by the Z�hiris who totally prohibit
stipulation of conditions in contract. Ibn azm, one of the Z�hiris’
scholars, opposed to treating the validity of stipulations as a general
rule and uphold that it is the invalidity of stipulations which should
be treated as such.13 In addition, the Z�hiris highlight that Allah
(SWT) has prescribed contractual obligations and procedures of
executing a contract. Therefore, human being has no authority to



interfere in matters, which have been outlined by al-Qur’�n and
adth. Thus, a stipulation of conditions, which is not described by
the Shar‘ah is nullified. Therefore, it is not permissible to stipulate
any conditions to a contract, except those, which are laid down by
al-Qur’�n and adth.14 All conditions stipulated by contracting
parties are void in the absence of textual authority or consensus of
opinions authorising it.15

Similarly, there is no unanimous agreement among the Muslim
jurists in the classifications of types of stipulation of condition in
contract. anafs categorise stipulations of condition into three (3)
types, which consist of shar ah (valid stipulation), shart f�sid
( irregular or voidable stipulation) and shart b� i l
(void stipulation);16 whereas Jumhr (M�likis, Sh�fi‘is and
anbalis) divides into two categories only that is shar ah and
shart b�til.17

According to Jumhr, shar ah means a condition, which fulfils
the entire requirement for a valid contract whereas shart b�til is a
condition which does not fulfill the requirement for a valid contract.18

On the other hand, anafs have specified the scope of shart sahh to
a stipulation which is either inherent to the nature of contract,19

appropriate to the contract, established by custom or expressly
sanctioned by law.20

The first type of shar ah is a stipulation of a condition inherent
to the nature of contract since those stipulations are implied condition
to the nature of contract.21 For instance, a condition that a buyer
will acquire ownership if he buys the goods or a seller will be paid if
he sells the goods.

The second type of shar ah recognised by the anafs is a
condition which is appropriate to the contract. It refers to the
stipulation of a clause, which is not primary to the contract terms
but is appropriates and complies with its basic demand.22 It includes
a stipulation by the seller that the buyer shall provide a surety (k�fil)
who can guarantee the payment of the price,23a stipulation by the
seller that the buyer shall give collateral (rahn) before he is allowed
to take the goods24 and a stipulation by the seller that the buyer shall
pay the price to the seller’s creditor.25

Furthermore, the third type of shar ah accepted by anafs
is a stipulation of condition, which is established by the custom of a
place.26 Hence, a transaction contains a stipulation, which is common
practice27 or established custom28 is permissible. This is based on the
authority of the Prophet (s.a.w) where he bought a camel from J�bir
Ibn ‘Abdullah with a condition that Jabir shall ride and deliver the
horse to Madnah.29 Therefore, it is permissible for a buyer to put a
condition to a seller that the seller shall promise to repair the sold
goods (such as watch, radio, motor car, washing machine and fridge)
within a prescribed time.30 However, it should be noted that this
kind of stipulation should be applied with cautious for a trivial
departure from the identifiable customs is illegal and affects the
validity of contract.31

Last but not least, the fourth type of shar ah recognised by
anafs is a stipulation, which is clearly prescribed by Islamic law
such as stipulation for right of option for three days.

Moreover, anafs refers to shar f�sid (irregular or voidable) as
a stipulation that confers an additional advantage, (which would not
have otherwise been obtained under the prescribed effects of the
contract), on one of the contracting parties or the subject matter of
the contract or a third party.32 In relation to this kind of stipulation,
Hanafs did not recognise its validity based on the principle that
there must be a consideration of every stipulated condition.33 The
examples are illustrated as follows: “If a man buys an item on the
condition that the vendor carries it to his house; or if he buys wheat
on the condition that the vendor grinds it; or if he buys a cloth on
the condition that the vendor tailors it; then all these contracts are
void.34

Thus, a stipulation which benefits one of the contracting parties
renders the contract irregular according to the anafis. In contrast,
it is considered as valid by M�liks35 and anbalis36 and void by
Sh�fi‘is.37 However, it should be noted that the rule mentioned by
anafis confined only to contract of exchange where the existence
of such condition is detrimental to such contract as fairness should
equally be served to both contracting parties.38 Accordingly, it is not
applicable to charitable or gratuitous contracts.



anafis define a void stipulation as those which do not fall under
any of the categories of a valid stipulation and at the same time do
not confer any additional advantage to any person.39 For example, a
stipulation by the seller that the buyer shall notre-sell the goods, a
stipulation by the seller of a house that the buyer shall destroy it and
a stipulation by the seller that the buyer shall not use the property
sold.

On the other hand, M�likis refer to void stipulation as those
stipulations, which are contrary to the inherent nature of the contract
and render the price uncertain, while anbalis refer to those
stipulations which contrary to the inherent of the contract and violate
the rule of law.40

The similar approach to the anafis is demonstrated by the
Sh�fi‘is.41 It is observed that the only difference between these two
schools is that, Sh�fi‘is do not absolutely recognise the validity of
stipulations sanctioned by custom.42 Apart from that, the approaches
of these two schools are the same

Generally, the M�likis allow all conditions stipulated in a contract
as long as there is no element of rib� and ghar�r,43based on the adth
where the Prophet (s.a.w.) says: “The Muslims are on their conditions
except the condition which forbid the permissible thing or permit
the forbidden thing.”44

The anafis’ views provide a comprehensive guidance in freedom
of stipulation of contract, which could be conveniently
accommodated by business trade community. In addition, Sh�fi‘is
approach seems quite rigid sinceany stipulation, which does not
confer a fair advantage to contracting parties is not permitted.

At the same time, the M�likis’ view is deemed to fulfill the
objective of the Shar‘ah since they allow all conditions as long as
there are no elements of rib� and ghar�r. In addition, they recognise
any stipulations which are not contrary to al-Qur’�n, adth, ijma‘,
or qiy�s.45 This approach is in line with peoples’ needs and interests
and is suitable with the current development.

On the other hand, the Z�hirs’ view seems too narrow since
they have forbidden all types of conditions, which are not mentioned
in al-Qur’�n and adth. This approach is obviously inappropriate

for current practice as these two primary sources only specifically
outlined theprohibited things without specifying what are permissible.
It is also claimed that the authorities referred to by the Z�hirs School
which restrict the freedom of stipulation of condition is applicable
only to matters pertaining to ‘ib�dah (worship) and not mu‘�malah
(transaction).46 Moreover, it is argued that the Z�hirs’ reference to
the adth of the Prophet (s.a.w.), which forbids the stipulation of
conditions that are not in the book of Allah, could not be applied
generally since it is confined to those conditions which contradict a
rule of law.47

Thus, the views of Ibn Taymiyyah, Ibn Qayyim and the Jumhr
(Hanafs, M�liks and Sh�fi‘is) are preferable since they have been
presented within a moderate to liberal approach in stipulating
conditions, supported by reliable authorities. In addition, Jumhrs’
view is practical in the sense that the contracting parties are permitted
to stipulate conditions with certain exceptions.48 This approach serves
the needs of business activities and the trade community. Last but
not least, it confers flexibility and encourages the development of
trade business.49

The obligation to honour the contract is only enforceable when
it is entered into on the basis of mutual consent among the contracting
parties as Allah says, “O you who believe! “O you who believe! Eat
not up your property among yourselves unjustly except it be a trade
amongst you, by mutual consent.”50 This principle is further
emphasized by various adth such as the Prophet (s.a.w) says, “It is
not allowable for a man to take his brother’s stuff except with his
goodwill/consent.”51

Thus, on the basis of the abovementioned principle of mutual
consent, to enforce the contract, it is must be free from any element of
duress (ikrah), misrepresentation (tadlis/taghrir) and mistake (ghalat).

Ikrah refers “to compel a person without right, by fear to do a thing
without his consent.”52

It is of two types, i.e. ikrah mulji and ikrah ghayr mulji. Ikrah
mulji refers to “threat which is caused by a hard blow that leads to



destruction of life, loss of a limb or one of them and ikrah ghayr
mulji connotes “threat which is caused by a blow or imprisonment
that leads to grief and pain.”53

To constitute duress, there are few conditions need to be fulfilled
such as,

(i) A person exercising duress must be capable of implementing
his threat.

(ii) The threat must be realistic, in the sense that it is reasonable
to expect it will be carried out.

(iii) The threat must be one of serious injury to the person
threatened

(iv) The threat must be immediate according to the view of
majority of Muslim jurists.

(v) The threat must be unlawful or for unlawful purpose.54 Thus,
it is not duress if a court orders the compulsory sale of a
debtor’s property with imprisonment as the penalty of non-
compliant.55

According to the majority of Muslim jurists, once duress is
proven, the contract would be considered as null and void. This affects
all types of contracts whether they are subject to revocation such as
sale and hire or not subject to revocation such as marriage and divorce
as duress eliminates the consent that is the basis for dispositions.
However, according to Hanafis, duress causes the contracts subject
to revocation voidable. If the duress is removed and the person subject
to duress insists on the contract and satisfies with it, the contract
becomes valid. For contracts that are not subject to revocation, the
Hanafis consider them valid because duress for these types of contracts
are equated to the joke.56

Tadlis refers to “a false assertion of fact, either by act or word, or the
prevention from disclosure of an existing defect in the subject matter
by which another party is induced to enter into a contract.”57 In
other words, it occurs wherever a party knowingly makes a false
representation of the past or present material fact with the intention

of causing the other party to enter into contract and other party
justifiably relies on the representation and suffers damages.

Its practice is unlawful on the basis of the Hadith, “He who
cheats us is not one of us.”58

It is divided into three types, i) tadlis fi‘li (actual fraud), ii) tadlis
qawli (verbal fraud) and iii) tadlis bi kitman al-haqiqah (hiding truth
fraud)

According to the majority of Muslim jurists, misrepresentation
confers the victim right of option whether to rescind or continue
with the contract without any request for compensation or to return
the subject matter to the offeror. However, the Hanafis are of the
view that the victim has no right to cancel the contract but is allowed
to claim compensation.59

Ghalat denotes “a false or inexact representation of reality.”
It is divided into (i) mistake to the subject matter, (ii) mistake to

the value of subject matter, (iii) mistake to intended description, (iv)
mistake in person and (v) mistake of law.60

The majority of Muslim jurists are of the opinion taht mistake
invalidates the contract. If the mistake is on the essential elements of
contract, the contract is void ab initio. However, according to the
Hanafis, the mistake renders contract voidable.61

Moreover, principle pertaining to sanctity of contract under
Islamic law is subject to the general principle that the contract must
be free from any prohibited elements such as riba, gharar, maysir
and prohibited commodities and services

Riba literally meansexcess(al-ziyadah), increase, augmentation,
expansion or growth (al-nama’).62 The increase originates either in
the thing itself or in an exchange or sale of money as the sale of one
dirham for two dirhams, or of commodities as in case of a barter of
a measure for more of the same merchandise.63

Its legal definition depends on whether it is riba al-jahiliyyah,
al-nasi’ah or al-fadl.Riba al-jahiliyyah refers to “a manifestation by



the lender asking the borrower at maturity date either he will settle
the debt or increase it.”

Increase normally occurred by charging interest on the debt
initially accrued.64 It happens in the practice of conventional credit
card.

Riba al-nasi’ah connotes “a predetermined excess or surplus over
and above the loan received by the creditor conditionally in relation
to a specified period.”65 To constitute riba, the following elements
need to be fulfilled, that are, (i) excess or surplus over and above the
loan capital, (ii) Determination of this surplus in relation to time,
and (iii) Stipulation of this surplus in the loan agreement.66

Interest charges for bank loans are riba al-nasi’ah because they
are charged in relation to the time given for repayment of loan and
delay in exchange of currencies amounts to riba al-nasi’ah as currency
exchange must be on cash/spot.

On the other hand, riba al-fadl means “an excess charged in
exchange or sale things homogenous in nature or similar of the same
species.”67

The prohibition of riba is clearly mentioned by Allah (s.w.t),”And
Allah has permitted trading and forbidden riba.”68 and by Hadith, “The
Prophet cursed the one who accepted riba, the one paid it, the two
witnesses and the one who recorded it,” and he said, They are all alike.”69

Since there is a clear prohibition of riba, according to Hanbalis,
the loan involving riba is ipso facto a complete nullity. Malikis and
Shafi‘is consider it null and void on the ground that the contract is
vitiated in essence as the mutual agreement of the parties to enter
into a transaction is not recognised by the law. On the contrary,
according to the Hanafis, such loan remains a valid gratuitous loan
transaction on the basis of the doctrine of severance whereby the
condition on riba is removed from the agreement.70

Gharar literally means deceit or fraud (khida‘), uncertainty, danger
or risk, and peril or hazard (khatar). It is legally referred to uncertainty
on the ultimate outcome of a contract, which may lead to dispute
and disagreement among the contracting parties.71

Gharar is prohibited by virtue of the Hadith, “The Prophet
(s.a.w.) forbade the sale with uncertainty (gharar)in it.”72

Imam Malik while explaining the abovementioned authority said,
“An example of one type of uncertain transaction and risk is that a
man postulates the price of a stray animal or escaped slave to be fifty
dinars. A man says, “I will take him from you twenty dinars.” If the
buyer finds him, the seller loses thirty dinars, and if he does not find
him, the seller takes twenty dinars from buyer.”

He further said, “There is another fault in that. If that stray is
found, it is not known whether it will have increased or decreased in
value or what defects may have befallen it. This transaction is full of
uncertainty and risk.” And he said, “One kind of uncertain
transactions is selling what is in the wombs of female animals because
it is not known whether or not it will come out, and if it does come
out, it is not known whether it will be beautiful or ugly, normal or
disabled, male or female.”73

In the modern financial transactions, gharar can be observed in
the following situations,

(i) Gharar due to the non-existence of the exchanged counter
value or the control of the parties over the subject matter to
be exchanged. This is known in the conventional modern
term a settlement risk or counter-party risk where the seller
for example, is not in a position to hand over the subject
matter to the buyer.

(ii) Gharar due to the inadequacy or inaccuracy of information.
This might arise due to the non-closure of material
information on the subject matter such as its species,
quantities, date of future delivery and the likes.

(iii) Gharar due to the undue complexity of the contract such as
combining two sales in one or two or more interdependent
contracts. To avoid it, the contemporary Muslim scholars
have required that any hybrid contract instruments like al-
ijarah thumma al-bay‘ (AITAB), parallel istisna‘ or
musharakah mutanaqisah must be independent of each
other.74



Gharar results the contract becomes null and void provided that
gharar is excessive.75

Gambling that refers to “(i) getting something or profit too easily
without working for it or (ii) activities which involve betting whereby
the winner will take all the bets and the loser will lose his bet.” It is a
game of pure chance where any party might gain at the expense of
the loss of the other party.76

Gambling prohibition is based on al-Qur’an, “O you who believe!
Intoxicants, gambling, idolatrous practices and the dividing of the
future are abomination of Satan’s handiwork. So avoid it in order
that you may be successful ** Satan wants only to excite hatred
between you with intoxicants and gambling and hinder you from
the remembrance of Allah and from prayers. So will you not then
abstain?”77

Examples of gambling include all instruments like prize bonds
or lotteries in which coupon or tabs are given and inducements or
incentives are provided by uncertain and unknown event depending
on chance, or disproportionate prizes distributed by drawing of lots
or where the participating persons intend to avail themselves of chance
at prizes.78

Prohibited commodities refer to “the commodities that are clearly
prohibited by the Shari‘ah and Shari‘ah prohibits the Muslim to own
and use them and prohibited activities are activities that are clearly
prohibited by the Shari‘ah and Shari‘ah prohibits the Muslim to get
involve in them.”

Prohibited commodities include liquor and any form of alcoholic
drinks and beverages, carcass and any unslaughtered animals, bloods,
pigs, pork, dogs, idols and the likes. Their prohibition is clearly
mentioned by various authorities from al-Qur’an and Hadith of the
Prophet (s.a.w.) such as Allah s.w.t says, “He has only forbidden to
you dead animal, blood, the flesh of swine, and that which has been
dedicated to other than Allah.”79 and the Prophet s.a.w. says, “Allah

has declared forbidden the sale of wine, dead animals, swine and
idols.”80

Prohibited activities cover interest based financing operations,
conventional pawn broking, conventional insurance, production and
distribution of alcohol as well as those having business premises where
alcohol is served, production and distribution of pornographic
materials, pig farming, pork production and production of other
pig by-products, prostitution, businesses whose the primary motive
is entertainment (music, cinema), production and distribution of
idols, statues, and materials for worshipping other than Allah
Almighty and other activities, which are against the teachings of Islam
to finance businesses related to tobacco and defense/weapons of mass
destruction.

Principle of sanctity of contract has been expressly and impliedly
discussed, applied and upheld in various cases involving Malaysian
Islamic banking disputes such as Tinta Press Sdn Bhd v. Bank Islam
Malaysia Bhd.81 In this case, on December 9, 1983, Bank Islam
Malaysia Bhd (BIMB) by a letter of offer to the customer approved
the customer’s application and agreed to provide facilities by issuing
letters of credit for the purchase of printing equipment amounting
to RM3,832,000.00, which would be leased to the customer, subject
to certain conditions contained in the letter of offer. The lease was
for a period of seven years commencing from December 30, 1983,
and the rentals were payable in advance in the sum of RM72,762.40
per month by eighty-four monthly installments.

On August 2, 1984, they executed a lease of printing equipment
agreement (the lease agreement) incorporating some of the terms of
the earlier agreement whereby the respondent at the request of the
appellant agreed to purchase the said equipment for the purpose of
leasing the same to the appellant. The lease was to commence on
December 30, 1983, as agreed upon and expressly provided by item
(4) to the Schedule of the lease agreement. The BIMB became the
lessor and the customer the lessee. By this lease agreement, some of



the terms contained in the letter of offer of December 9, 1983, were
varied. The rental was now fixed at RM69,907.00 per month payable
in advance in respect of the lease term of eighty-four months
commencing from December 30, 1983. There is no provision for
rental deposits in the lease agreement. Instead it provides for security
deposit of RM209,721.00 which was to be paid by the appellant on
execution of the lease agreement. It was provided that the security
deposit shall be retained by the lessor (BIMB) as security for the due
observation and performance by the lessee (customer) of the
stipulations, terms and conditions of the lease agreement, and the
security deposit shall not be treated as payment of rent or any part
thereof. Three named persons signed the lease agreement as guarantors
for the customer.

The customer defaulted in payment of the lease amount. BIMB
brought an action to recover possession of the equipment and to
recover arrears of rent. The BIMB also made an ex parte application
for a mandatory injunction to enable the BIMB to recover possession
of the equipment.

The High Court granted the injunction and the customer applied
to dissolve and set aside the injunction. The application was dismissed
and the customer appealed to the Supreme Court and was dismissed.

The Supreme Court says, “Where the case is one of urgency,
allows an application to be made ex parte. We are satisfied that the
learned judge on the facts and surrounding circumstances of this
case rightly concluded that this was an exceptional case where the
court was justified in granting a mandatory injunction on an ex parte
application before the trial”.

The Supreme Court also upheld the principle of sanctity of
contract between the BIMB and the customer and mentioned clearly
that the contract between the BIMB and its customer is a lease
contract by virtue of what are expressly provided in the lease
agreement such as (i) the third recital mentioned that BIMB as the
lessor has agreed to purchase the equipment as described in the
Schedule for the purpose of leasing the same to the customer as the
lessee, and (ii) Clause 16 states, “Nothing herein contained shall
confer on lessee any right of property or interest in or to the

equipment which shall remain the property of lessor and lessee shall
have no right or interest therein otherwise than as bailee.”.

Furthermore, the sanctity of contract is upheld and applied in
Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad v Adnan Omar.82 In this case, Bank Islam
Malaysia Bhd (BIMB) had granted the customer a BBA banking
facility amounted to RM583,000.00 It involved three simultaneous
transactions, namely:

(a) on 2 March 1984, the customer sold to BIMB a price of
land for RM265,000.00 which sum was duly paid to him;

(b) on the same date, BIMB resold the same piece of land to the
customer for RM583,000.00 which amount was to be paid
by the customer in 180 monthly installments;

(c) also on the same date, the said land was charged to BIMB
by the customer as security for the debt of RM583,000.00.

The customer defaulted the payment and BIMB applied for an
order for sale of the charged land. The High Court granted the order
for sale for the amount of RM583.000.00 and held BBA contract
was valid and enforceable. On appeal to the Supreme Court, the
High Court decision was accepted and affirmed as correct as such
the amount was in accordance with the intention of the parties and
the customer could not dispute the amount.

The above-mentioned decision shows that the court has upheld
the sanctity of contract by allowing the BIMB to claim the sale price
of RM583,000.00 as per agreed between it and its customer.

Another case that the sanctity of contract is upheld is Arab-
Malaysian Merchant Bank Berhad v Silver Concept Sdn Bhd.12 In this
case, the customer (Silver Concept) and Ng Eng Plantations Sdn
Bhd (Seller) entered into sale and purchase agreement (S & P) for
the acquisition of large piece of land (more than 2,075 acres) and
other assets (project property). To acquire such project property Silver
Concept requested a consortium of financial institutions consists of
Perwira Affin Bank Bhd, Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd, Mayban Finance
Bhd and Kewangan Industri Bhd (Vendors) with the Plaintiff (Arab
Malaysian) as the arranger and agent for BBA facility to finance the
acquisition with the sale price of RM216,875,000.00 in aggregate



made up of a purchase price of RM125,000,000.00 and a profit
element.

Silver Concept, Arab Malaysian as agent and Seller, entered into
an S & P Novation Agreement whereby certain rights and obligations
between Seller and Silver Concept, under S & P were novated from
Silver Concept to the Vendors or to Arab-Malaysian on behalf of the
Vendors. Arab-Malaysian as agent and arranger, Silver Concept and
Vendors entered into installment Sale Agreement, whereby Silver
Concept agreed to purchase from Vendors whatever right, title or
interest they had in project property immediately after sale and
transfer of project property by Seller to Vendors.

Silver Concept defaulted in the installment payment resulting
the Arab-Malaysian recalled the entire sale price in respect of BBA
facility and cancelled the total purchase price commitment pursuant
to the provisions of the installment sale agreement that allowed the
acceleration of the payment of the unpaid sale price pursuant to the
default.

Arab-Malaysian brought the matter to the Court and claimed a
sum of RM185,536,909.64 being unpaid sale price. One of the
contentions Silver Concept made is that BBA facility agreement was
illegal, null and void as it was a scheme to defraud the public and
against the public policy.

The High Court has rejected this contention and the learned
judge, Suriyadi J (as then he was) said, “Under the Islamic Law of
Contract, the Arabic word for contract is al-aqd, which literally means
an obligation or tie. It is an act of sealing a bargain (Shariah: The
Islamic Law by Abdur Rahman I Doi p 354). After the offer and
acceptance has been concluded, the obligation that arises out of that
conclusive contract is called ‘Uqud’, thereafter, to be fulfilled or
complied with (Quran Ch 5:1). Agreeably any Islamic contracts that
are unIslamic, e.g. having elements of usury (riba) must be
unenforceable for those who have subjugated themselves to that
format.”

He further said, “Having appreciated the available facts, I am
satisfied that the papers of the plaintiff were in order in relation to
the prerequisites of the contract, and hence the regularity of the Al-

Bai Bithaman Ajil facility. All the participating parties had agreed to
the type of contract, i.e. Islamic based, the type and number of
facilities, the amount, the mode of payment, period of payment, the
profit margin of the plaintiff, the format of the securities, and all the
other necessary details.”

As regard to sanctity of contract, the learned judge said, “Parties
have agreed before executing the agreements, and without any undue
pressure or persuasion, to the preconditions of the Islamic based
contract. As mentioned above, as parties have agreed to be bound by
the al-aqd and hence have a conclusive contract (Uqud), they are
thus bound by the obligation. Both parties are equally bound and
must comply with the conditions of the Uqud as ordained by Allah
at Ch 5:1 of the al-Quran. On that premise the defendant here must
comply, and be bound by his willingness to contract into the
impugned agreements. He cannot contract out now unless there are
cogent reasons to justify that act. Here I found none.”

Bank Kerjasama Rakyat Malaysia Bhd v. PSC Naval Dockyard
Sdn Bhd83 is also the case where sanctity of contract is discussed and
upheld. This case involvesthe Bank Rakyat Rakyat Malaysia Bhd (BR)
who granted an Islamic banking facility of Bai Al Inah to the customer
(PSC). By the facility, BR purchased certain quoted shares from PSC
for a cash consideration of RM15 million and sold the same to PSC
for a purchase price of RM23,437,500. It was a term of the facility
that PSC would repay the said sum of RM23,437,500 by way of 59
installments of RM140,625 each and one last installment of
RM15,140,625. PSC repaid the sum owed till August 2004 or
thereat, but had since defaulted resulting in the termination of the
facility.

Having terminated the facility, BR then sued PSC for the whole
sum due thereunder amounting to RM15,418,147.41, and applied
for summary judgment of the claim. Summary judgment was however
refused by the Deputy Registrar. BR appealed against the decision to
the High Court that allowed the appeal and granted a summary
judgment.

One of the issues raised by PSC was on ‘uncertainty’ of the assets
used in the transaction as the assets transacted, being quoted shares



on the Bursa Saham Kuala Lumpur valued at a price consideration
of RM23,437,500.00 was not certain or clear as no certificate
numbers of the quoted shares were disclosed in the agreement. Thus,
transaction based on such uncertainty is prohibited in Islamic law.

To respond to this issue the learned judge, Rohana J (as then she
was) said, “Certainty is a basic requirement in any contract whether
under the Islamic law or under the Contracts Act 1950. However
what is certain and what is uncertain is a question of fact. Therefore,
the issue to be determined here is whether the assets sold in the form
of quoted shares as enumerated in the first schedule to the agreement
is uncertain. The quoted shares here are clearly stipulated and their
lot numbers are also stated very clearly. At the point of entering into
the agreement, PSC was aware of what it has purchased and no issue
of uncertainty was then raised. Consequently, both parties were ad
idem as to the quoted shares and the particular shares and number of
shares that formed the subject matter of sale. In any case, if the
descriptions of the shares are not clear to PSC, there is no reason
why it should agree to the agreement and pay up part of the purchase
price.”

For sanctity of contract, she said, “If adhering to Islamic principle
is an issue of importance to the defendant over this matter then
perhaps the defendant ought to be reminded that, fulfillment of a
promise in Islam is a religious demand. In Chapter 5 Verse 1 the
Quran declares that: O you whobelieve! Fulfill all your obligations. A
covenant is a solemn undertaking or engagement between man and
his obligations to God, between man and his soul and between the
individual and his fellow men, which covers the entire area of a man’s
moral and social responsibilities. In Chapter 17 Verse 34 again it is
stressed the importance of fulfilling of one’s promise when the Verse
states: And fulfill (every) engagement, for every engagement will be
enquired into (on the day of reckoning). These verses show that a
contract inIslamic Jurisprudence is not a mere binding legal relation
but it isbased on certain moral and religious principles. The defendant
hadobtained the facility to assist its business with a promise to repayin
accordance with the terms stipulated in the agreement. Sincethe
defendant has raised concerns on the various principles of thecontract

which should be adhered to in a Shariah basedagreement, then
fulfilling those agreed obligations as per thestipulations in the
agreement should be of paramount importancethat the defendant
should be fulfilling without even a demand having been made.”

Furthermore, the sanctity of contract is discussed and applied in
Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad v. Lim Kok Hoe & Anor and Other
Appeals.84 This case involved an appeal by Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd
(BIMB) for the decision of the High Court that declared the practice
of BBA house financing involving its customers in the case of Arab-
Malaysian Finance Bhd v Taman Ihsan Jaya Sdn Bhd & Ors (Koperasi
Seri Kota Bukit Cheraka Bhd, third party)85 was null and void as it
was contrary to the religion of Islam and only acceptable to one
mazhab was not sufficient to say that it is approved by the religion
of Islam which is a requirement under section 2 of the Islamic Banking
Act 1983.

The Court of Appeal allowed the appeal and reversed the decision
of the High Court. It held that the law applicable to BBA contracts
is no different from the law applicable to loan given under the
conventional banking. The law is the law of contract and the same
principle should be applied in deciding these cases. Thus, if the
contract is not vitiated by any vitiating factor recognised in law such
as fraud, coercion, undue influence, etc. the court has a duty to
defend, protect and uphold the sanctity of the contract entered into
between the parties……It is trite law that the Court should not
rewrite the terms of the contract between the parties that it deems to
be fair or equitable.”

Similarly, application on sanctity of contract has been upheld
by the Court of Appeal in Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd v Azhar Osman
& Other.86 This case is pertaining to determination of the quantum
of Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd (BIMB)’s claim in the Writs of Summons,
as well as the amount due under the Originating Summons. BIMB
contended that in a BBA contract the Bank has a legal right to claim
for the full sale price as stipulated in the Property Sale Agreement
(PSA). Accordingly the court ought to grant an Order for Sale based
on the full sale price, irrespective of a premature termination as the
court should honour and enforce the clear written terms of the



contract and should not interfere with the intention of parties by
imputing any other term. Since parties had agreed as to the amount
of sale price as stipulated in the PSA, the customer is under a legal
obligation to pay the full sale price, irrespective of when a breach
occurs. The High Court held that BIMB needs to file supplemental
affidavit to state the outstanding sum, after deducting the unearned
profit due to be deducted as the bank is obliged to grant rebate (ibra’),
on the date the order for sale is to be obtained and the Originating
Summons was struck out.

Not happy with the decision, BIMB filed an appeal and the
appeal was allowed. As the results, the Bank is entitled to claim the
outstanding sale price.

The Court of Appeal also upheld the sanctity of contract by
saying that the court should give full effect to al-bay bithaman ajil
contracts as sale contracts and should not rewrite the terms as there
are no vitiating factors to do so.

Sanctity of contract is also upheld in Bank Muamalat Malaysia
Berhad v Kong Sun Enterprise Co. dan lain-lain.87 This case is related
to Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad (BMMB) that offered al-Istisna
facility amounting to RM22 millions to the customer and the latter
agreed to accept it. Via a guarantee and indemnity agreement dated
3rd. June 2002, two directors of the customer had agreed to guarantee
the customer’s obligation on the terms and conditions stated in the
agreement. By a letter of offer dated 27th. May 2005, the BMMB
offered to restructure al-Istisna facility to al-Ijarah facility for the
sum of RM21,234,415.74 and the customer had accepted the offer
by signing the letter of offer on 30th. May 2005. Pursuant to the
terms of the letter of offer, the BMMB had signed Al Ijarah property
purchase agreement where the customer had agreed to sell a piece of
land to the BMMB at the purchase price of RM21,234,415.74.

The BMMB had also signed Al-Ijarah asset lease agreement
whereby the customer had agreed to lease the piece of land at monthly
rental for the period of 156 months. By a supplemental guarantee
and indemnity signed between the BBMB and the two directors of
the customer, they had agreed to guarantee the customer’s obligations
under the letter of offer, the purchase agreement as well as the lease

agreement. Among the conditions in the supplemental guarantee
agreement was that all the terms contained in the guarantee and
indemnity agreement dated 3rd. June 2002 were mutatis mutandis
combined and would form part of the supplemental guarantee
agreement.

However, the customer had breached the lease agreement where
it had failed to pay to the BMMB the monthly rental payment
amounting to RM9,440,917.78. The BMMB subsequently
terminated the lease agreement. The BMMB contended that it had
successfully proved its claim against the defendants.

On the other hand the defendants raised few issues in defence as
regard to ijarah as follows: (a) the transaction which was the basis of
the claim was not possible under the law; (b) the lease was unlawful
and could not be enforced; (c) the BMMB was only entitled to claim
for damages; (d) the Al-Ijarah transaction was a false transaction and
therefore was not legal as it was against the public policy.

The High Court allowed the claim made by BMMB with costs
and was the view that the contention by the customer that ijarah
was unlawful, against the conventional banking, not in line with the
National Land Code, was against the Contracts Act as well as a false
transaction was unacceptable allegations, unthoughtful and baseless
accusations as Islam allowed the concept of ijarah in Islamic banking.
Thus, customer and its two directors, after having agreed to be bound
by the concept of ijarah in Islamic banking, could not, after obtaining
the benefits from it make superficial allegations in order to be relieved
from their liability to pay to the BBMB what they had already agreed.

The Court at the same time was the opinion that the customer
and its two directors were bound by the agreement as they had signed
all the documentations including the letter of offer, the purchase of
asset agreement, the asset lease agreement and the guarantee and
indemnity agreement voluntarily and with full knowledge of the
validity of the agreement. The signing of all documents was without
any elements of duress, cheating, misrepresentation or the like.

Moreover, the sanctity of court is applied and upheld in CIMB
Islamic Bank vs. LCL Corp & Anor.88 In this case, CIMB Islamic Bank
(CIMB) has granted the customer a term-financing facility for the



amount of RM48,450,000 under the concept of bai bithman ajil
(BBA facility). The BBA facility started with the customer agreed to
sell to CIMB 16,000,000 units of the shares of the customer (the
asset) who received them by way of hibah from its director who was
the owner of the shares by executing the asset purchase agreement to
sell the asset to the CIMB at RM12,125,000 (the purchase price).
Thereafter the CIMB entered into an asset sale agreement to sell the
asset back to the customer at RM16,087,500 (the sale price), with
the payment of the sale price deferred to the date stipulated in the
asset sale agreement.

The parties agreed to enter into four sets of these agreements
with the intention of providing the first defendant with the liquidity
to refinance its existing BBA facility (‘the first BBA facility’). After
the execution of the last set of the agreement, the customer had gifted
back the asset to its director.

The customer then defaulted in its repayments to the CIMB
despite notices of demand issued. The CIMB commenced an action
against the customer and its director through an application for
summary judgment to recover the outstanding sums of money,
compensation (ta‘widh) and costs. In response the customer and its
director argued that this was not a proper case for summary judgment,
namely because, the BBA facility was null and void as the transaction
between the parties was not a bona fide sale under the BBA concept
but rather a rescheduling of the repayments of the first BBA facility.

The High Court granted the summary judgment with costs for
the CIMB and rejected the abovementioned argument of the BBA
facility. The court found that there was nothing in the legal
documentation that indicated that the present BBA facility was for
rescheduling the repayment under the first BBA facility. Based on
the facts and the documents, the BBA facility before the court was
not for rescheduling but for refinancing the first BBA facility. The
parties had agreed to be bound to give effect to the ultimate intention
of refinancing the first BBA facility. The court further said that the
nature of transaction embarked into by the parties was called al-inah
or bai-al-inah, which the Shari‘ah Advisory Council of Bank Negara
Malaysia had officially endorsed in their legal rulings and resolutions.

As such, and in the absence of any legal factor that could vitiate a
contract, the court had no reason but to uphold the transactions as
contracts entered by both parties.

The court also found that the parties have voluntarily agreed to
be bound by the terms and conditions of specific agreements. They
have also agreed to be bound by some mechanism and process to
give effect to the ultimate intention of the parties that is to refinance
the first BBA facility.

Furthermore, to justify its findings, the court has quoted the
observation of Visu Sinnadurai J in Polygram Records Sdn Bhd v
The Search,89

“The general principle of law, of course, is that a party who signs a written
contract is bound by the terms of the contract, except in the limited cases
where fraud, undue influence, or misrepresentation may be established.
This rule is so strict that even if a party to a contract has not read the
contents of a contract, he is held to be bound by its terms.”

Then, the court mentioned that the same position also applied to
Islamic transactions. Shariah orders that obligations and contracts
be fulfilled on the basis of the following authorities:

(a)  ‘O ye who believe! Fulfill all obligations’90;

(b)  ‘And fulfill (every) obligation, for (every) obligation will be
inquired into (on the day of reckoning)’91 (Al-Isra’, 17:34);
and

(c)  ‘Muslims are bound by their conditions’92

It is shown that Islamic law recognizes the principle of sanctity of
contract and the civil courts in Malaysia have applied and upheldthe
sanctity of contract in settling various Islamic banking disputes.
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